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Po initial pressure in air bearing region
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VR roller surface velocity

Vl velocity of the air escaping through the porous web

Vw web velocity
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

A web is defined as a material manufactured in continuous strip forms. This

definition of web envelopes a wide range of products, for example, plastic films, paper

rolls, printing applications, textiles, magnetic tapes, etc.. The materials processed as

webs demand techniques for their effective transportation during the processing and

physical treatments. These techniques may be collectively termed as web handling.

In modern web handling applications webs are pulled at high speeds over the

surfaces of guide and drive rollers as shown in Figure 1.1. This action results in a self

acting air bearing which helps to reduce the wear by separating the web from the roller by

a thin air film. The air film gap on which the web flies must be thick enough to prevent

excessive abrasion under all operating conditions, yet it must be thin enough to allow

sufficient asperity contact for maintaining the traction and preventing any lateral

wandering of the web. Excess air wound into a roll also leads to trapped air defects such

as "telescoping" and the deterioration of roll mechanical properties. As the air film gap

increases to a height greater than the asperity heights of the web and roller, a loss in web

roller traction can be expected. Thus much attention has been devoted in recent years to

analytical and numerical methods which will predict the web-roller separation and serve

as an aid in roller design and suggest measures to control this separation effectively.



+
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of Typical Continuous web Loop
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According to the investigations carried out by Daly [1965] the significant

variables effecting the traction between the webs and their carrying rolls are:

I. Web speed

2. Web tension

3. Web porosity

4. Wrap angle

5. Roll diameter

6. Web moisture

7. Paper grade

the last two being

applications.

specifically considered for paper-related or other porous web

The higher the speed, the more air is entrained into the gap between the web and

the roller. Progressively the web loses the traction with the roller which moves them at

the same velocity. On the other hand an increase in tension increases the traction between

the web and the roller. Daly showed that the web traction increases with an increase in

wrap. For porous webs, traction increases with increase in roller diameter as the porous

webs did not develop large air films due to air leakage through the web. For nonporous

webs the traction decreases as the roller diameter increases because larger rollers generate

thicker air films and there is no passage for trapped air through the nonporous webs.

Due to the finite viscosity of air and the no-slip condition at the surfaces of the

roller and web, air is forced to the point where the web approaches the roller. This

trapped air escapes from the exit region and due to the squeeze film effect some of the air

3



is forced to escape in the spanwise (lateral) direction. Thus in order to improve the

machine perfonnance for high speed operation, the estimation of the air entrainment is

very essential.

From the foregoing discussion, the importance of the web-air-roller interaction

can be easily recognized and is one of the major concerns for the industrial practitioners.

Knox and Sweeney [1971 J provided some insight regarding air entrainment in winding

applications. The authors suggested the application of foil bearing theory to model air

entrainment effects in winding because of the geometrical similarity between the two

problems. Based upon their analysis an expression for nominal air thickness was

obtained.

1.2 Review of Foil Bearing theory

It is appropriate next to review the foil bearing theory. As shown in Figure 1.2

and Figure].3 a foil bearing consists of a rotating shaft which is supported by a stationary

foil. Alternately, the shaft may be stationary and the foil moving. The angle of wrap may

vary over a range of 0 to 180 degrees or more. The film is developed by the fluid

entrainment due to the motion of one or both of the surfaces.

Gross [1980] presented the design of foil bearings based on the simultaneous

solution of the equation describing the behavior of both the fluid and the foil itself. The

Reynolds equation relates the pressure in the fluid film to the film thickness, to the speed,

and to the lubricant viscosity. The foil equilibrium equation relates the elastic properties

of the foil to the tension and pressure on the foil. The Reynolds equation is-

iJ ( 3 iP) iJ ( 3 iP) ijJh iPh- h p- +- h p- = 6,uV-+ 12,u-a a a a a a

4
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Figure 1.2 : Three Dimensional Schematic of Foil Bearing
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Figure 1.3 : Two Dimensional Schematic of Foil Bearing
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For a perfectly flexible foil with an incompressible lubricant, infinite width and steady

characteristics in time, the Reynolds equation reduces to

(1.2)

The equilibrium equation for a foil can be derived by setting up the stress, strain,

and bending moment resultants. The equilibrium equation is-

For a perfectly flexible foil the bending tenns in the equilibrium equation can be

neglected with respect to the tension tenns reducing the equilibrium equation to

T( clh)(p - Prj =-R 1- R a2 (1.4)

combining the two simplified equations we obtain an equation called the foil bearing

equation, which is

(1.5)

To obtain the solution Gross developed a nondimensional form of the equation using

nondimensional variables and performed a simple linearization after integrating once,

In the entrance region (Refer to Figure 1.3) pressure increases from ambient to the

film pressure, P and a decrease in air gap occurs smoothly and is exponential in form,

Next comes the central constant gap region. The gap, ho and pressure, P remain constant

for this region. The last region is the exit region where pressure decreases from P to

• v in the equation is the Poisson's Ratio and notthe kinematic viscosity of air
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ambient pressure while the gap increases from ho to infinity. From the Reynolds

equation it is obvious that a negative pressure gradient can exist only if the air gap at the

exit is less than ho ' which is incompatible with an increasing gap. The increase in gap is

therefore preceded by a region where the air gap is less than ho in which pressure

decreases to below ambient followed by a region of increasing gap and increasing

pressure.

For a self-acting foil bearing the air film height in the constant gap central region

is given by-

(6 V) 2/
3

h = KR -.!::!:..-.-() r (1.6)

where K = 0.643, but different researchers have proposed slightly different values for

"K". Basheer [1988] based on his experimental work recommended the use ofK=O.706

to find the air-film thickness in high speed cases. Knox and Sweeney [l971} proposed a

change in equation (1.6) for application to web handling. They suggested that for a

system in which both the foil and the surface are in motion the more general form for the

constant gap film height will be-

[
6 (V V )]2/3

h
o

= O.643R J-l webr+ roller (1.7)

The above equation was based on the assumption that the width of the web is infinite and

there is no air flow in the spanwise direction. This also suggests that the pressure

remains constant along the width of the web. However in the actual conditions of a finite

width web the pressure must decrease from the pressure in the constant gap region to the

8



ambient pressure near the edges of the web. The effect of this negative pressure gradient

may be a decrease in air film gap from the center of the web towards its edges.

1.3 Problem Statement

It may be inferred from the foregoing discussion that the need for predicting the

air film thickness between the web and roller must be very well realized. It is also

apparent that the prediction of the air film thickness is a first step for any attempt to

control and manipulate the air film thickness. Based upon the previous discussion, the

primary objectives of this study are:

1. Numerically study the transient behavior of air-film thickness between a roller and a

moving web.

2. Numerically study the effect of the following parameters on the air-film thickness:

a) Web Velocity

b) Web Tension

c) Web Mass

d) Slip Flow

e) Roller Velocity

f) Roller Radius.

3. For porous webs numerically study the effect of porosity on air-film thickness.

9



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

The first step in developing a numerical model to predict the air film thickness

between a roller and a web is to develop governing equations describing the physical

problem of a web moving over a roller. A detailed literature review suggests that most

directly relevant to web handling is the problem of the air film gap between a magnetic

tape and a recording head. The trend towards increased data transfer rates generally

requires higher tape speeds. As these speeds increase, the hydrodynamics associated with

the entrapped air layer can lead to inefficient data transfer and mechanical instability

during tape winding.

Parallel is the problem of controlling the air film gap between a roller and web,

and the entrapped air during web winding. Predicting the air film gap serves as a guide

for controlling and manipulating the required air film gap for efficient operation. The

prediction of the spacing between the head and tape requires simultaneous solution of

coupled equations. One is the dynamic motion equation (equation 1.3) for the finite

length of the tape or foil and the other is the transient Reynolds Lubrication equation

(equation 1.1) for the air film.

Eshel and Elrod [1965] derived the differential equation applicable to the film

thickness beneath an infinitely wide, perfectly flexible self-acting tape and obtained

accurate numerical solutions for the film thickness in both the entrance and exit region.
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Barlow [1967] developed the self-acting foil bearing equations including the

compressibility of the lubricant and bending stiffness of the tape. The boundary

conditions were divided equally between the two ends of the tape. He obtained the

linearized solution for large wrap angles neglecting the bending stiffness of the tape.

Eshel [1968] studied the effects of compressibility on an infinitely wide, perfectly flexible

foil bearing. He found that with increasing compressibility, the nominal clearance

decreases and the exit region undulation decreases in amplitude. The decrease is due to

the smaller volume flow rate of a given mass flow for higher pressure. Eshel and

Wildmann [1968J presented the unsteady problems of a foil moving along a flat, solid

surface and derived an equation for the oscillations of a foil over a lubricating fluid film.

Later Eshel [1969] presented a technique for the numerical solution of the time dependent

foil bearing problems. Eshel [1970aJ modified the foil bearing equation to include the

effects of the molecular mean free path since the gaps of interest were small and

investigated factors useful in overcoming excessive air gap in foil bearings. Eshel

[1970b] also derived equations for a foil over a lubricating film in which the effects of

fluid inertia are taken into account and obtained approximate solutions showing the

effects of inertia. The effect of inertia is to considerably increase the fluid-film thickness.

Knox and Sweeney [1971] were among the first to apply foil bearing theory to the

problem of web handling. Previously, the theory has been applied to self-acting foil

bearings in which a thin flexible medium (the foil) moves over a stationary rigid surface.

Knox and Sweeney extended the analysis to the case where both the foil and the surface

were moving at the same speed.
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Eshel and Lowe [1973] presented a modified model of a foil bearing, taking into

account some details of the particular geometry of magnetic heads and used it to predict

the separation and compare it to experimental results. Dais and Barnum [1974] derived

equations for the steady state problem of a foil moving relative to a drum with a

geometric deviation from the perfectly circular shape. Considering an incompressible

fluid and a perfectly flexible foil they presented the results for the problem of a stationary

foil stretched over a rotating circular drum with a flat. Eshel [1974] analyzed the effects

of external pressure exerted on foIl bearings and concluded that substantial reduction in

film thickness can be achieved by applying small pressures in the inlet zone. Stahl, et a1.

[1974] also presented a solution of the foil bearing. They retained the time derivative

terms in the governing equations and accomplished the coupling by going from transient

to steady state. The method was faster than the direct coupling of the equations through a

standard relaxation technique. More recently Granzow and Lebeck [1984] developed a

solution of the governing equations by a Crank-Nicholson form of the finite difference

equations to represent the time derivative ternlS involved. It required the use of Newton's

method to solve the system of equations at each time increment. This method allows

large time steps and is fast. Brewen, et a1. [1985] have developed an inverse method in

which the desired spacing profile is specified and the corresponding head profile is

determined, eliminating the need for iterative coupling between the tape and air bearing

equations. However, this approach can result in head profiles which are difficult to

manufacture. In another analysis Tanaka [1985] studied the tape spacing for a magnetic

tape unit analytically and experimentally retaining the tape bending rigidity, gas

12



compressibility and slip flow effects. The numerical technique for calculating the tape

spacing uses an influence coefficient method for the tape equation and the Newton

Raphson iterative method for the Reynolds equation.

Heinrich and Wadhwa [1986] numerically integrated, using a Newmark finite

element algorithm, the dynamic equations describing the motion of magnetic tape moving

over the recording head. They considered compressibility, slip flow in the lubrication

equation and flexural rigidity in the dynamic tape equation. Adams [1987] used

Newton's method as a coupling scheme which applies directly to the system of equations

for one-dimensional steady state foil bearing problem. The accuracy problem faced in

this numerical calculation of the tape deflection is overcome by obtaining an analytical

solution for the dominant component of the pressure distribution. The deflection due to

the remainder of the pressure is computed numerically. He varied the viscosity of air to

speed up the convergence and enhance the robustness of the solution.

Rongen [1989] presented a solution for the three-dimensional foil bearing

problem, for a tape with bending stiffness and a finite width. After discretization on a

grid with the finite difference method, the equations are solved simultaneously by means

of a nonlinear Gauss-Seidel algorithm. Heinrich and Connolly [1992] also presented a

three-dimensional finite element analysis of a self-acting foil bearing for recording head

geometries. For three-dimensional calculations symmetry about the centerline of the head

was used, and a zero pressure gradient condition was imposed at the center line in the

lateral direction. More recently Wickert [1993] analytically studied the linear vibration of

a self-pressurized foil bearing. The governing equations for the tape and recording head



are linearized about the equilibrium displacement and pressure fields, and the two

resulting coupled partial differential equations with nonconstant coefficients describe the

linear response.

For the case of paper webs or other porous webs correction in the Reynolds

Lubrication equation is suggested in accordance with the relationship given by Yamauchi,

Murakama and Imamura [1976] for the velocity of air leaking through porous webs.

According to them this air leakage velocity through the porous web is proportional to the

pressure difference across the web, where the constant of proportionality is the

permeability coefficient of the porous media. Brundertt and Baines [1966] presented a

paper on flow of air through a variety of paper sheets measured as a function of pressure

difference at room temperature and observed a minimum pressure below which no flow

occurred. They also described permeability as a function of sheet thickness. Later

Riddiford [1969a] studied the air entrainment phenomenon between an impermeable

paper web and a dryer surface of infinite width. Reducing the air gap is supposed to

increase drying as the air layer is a good insulator. According to Riddiford there are three

factors which decrease the air gap. If the paper is permeable, the entrained air passes

through the paper. If the width of the paper is small, air flows out at the edges, and also,

if either the paper or dryer is rough, air flows out spanwise at the edges. He also

developed a mathematical model and solved to show the conditions under which axial

variation in air gap can exist. Theoretical and experimental analysis of air films for the

case of a porous web by Watanabe and Sueoka [1991] indicate a linearly decreasing

14



central air gap region. Otherwise, for nonporous webs this is a constant gap region. The

entrance and exit region exhibit the same behavior for both the cases.

A literature review was also perfonned on the subject of squeeze film analyses

relevant to the problem of spanwise escape of air considering finite width of the webs.

Squeeze film theory suggests a non-uniform deformation of the film due to the coupled

pressure distribution and squeeze flow. The results from Weinbaum, et a1. [1985] show

that as the height of the film decreases with time, the lateral variation of the gap between

the two surfaces shows monotonic decrease from the center to the edges. Considering the

finite width of a foil bearing, it is intuitive that the pressure will reduce to atmospheric

towards the edges, which results in a decrease in air film thickness from the center

towards the edges. Smith and Von Behren [l989], in their squeeze-film analysis of tape

winding, considered a thin magnetic tape under tension, T, being wound onto a tape pack

of radius R, as depicted in Figure 2.1. They developed an equation to compute the

squeeze-film thickness of air entrapped between magnetic tape layers during the winding

process.

Thus accurate predictions of air film gaps between a smooth roller and web must

take into account the effect of porosity (if any) and sideways leakage of air due to squeeze

film effects for finite width webs. This detailed literature review suggests the following

approach to the numerical solution of the lubricating air-film thickness in web handling

applications, considering an infinitely wide flexible web:

1. Set up the governing equations.

2. Write the finite difference forms of the two governing equations.
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3. Configure the two coupled equations for simultaneous solution.

4. lmpose initial conditions for the first step of the solution and boundary conditions at

the two end points.

5. Define the roller surface geometry profile.

6. Develop a computer code to simultaneously solve the governing equations for an

iterative solution.

16
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Figure 2.1 : Magnetic Tape Being Wound Onto Tape Pack Under

Tension T With Tape Speed V
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CHAPTER III

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

3.1 Problem Fonnulation

The problem addressed for this study is that of setting up a numerical technique to

predict the air-film thickness between the roller surface and a moving web as a function

of time starting from prescribed initial conditions and developing to a steady state. This

will be done for the two dimensional case (infinitely wide bearing) of constant cross-web

air film thickness and the effects of porosity will be added to the formulation.

To predict the lubricating air film thickness between a roller and a moving web

requires the simultaneous solution of coupled equations: one, the equation of motion for a

finite length of the web and second the transient lubrication equation for the air film.

3.2 Basic Equations

The partial differential equations governing both the hydrodynamic lubrication

and the web motion are developed here. Almost all web handling applications involve an

air film thickness which is much smaller than the radius of curvature of the lubrication

film. It is therefore convenient to work in a Cartesian coordinate system. Since most

web materials are also very thin, a parallel argument holds good for webs.

3.2.1 Reynolds Lubrication Equation

The hydrodynamic lubrication equation, also called the Reynolds Lubrication

equation, represents a dynamic equilibrium and mass conservation for an isothermal ideal

18



gas, neglecting fluid inertia and assuming no variation in pressure or viscosity through the

thickness of the fluid film. Consider th.e small element of the fluid shown in Figure 3.1.

All forces shown are per unit width into the paper.

Considering the following fact from Newton's second law

:LF = ( mass )*( acceleration)

where,

mass = ( L\x*L\y)* p, and

1
. OV

acce eratlOn = -
a

yields-

Or cp OV
---=p-
t:Y a a

and, from the Newtonian fluid constitutive relation-

using equation (3.2), equation (3.1) modifies to-

neglecting the fluid inertia i.e. p OV ~ 0, yields
a

tlv liP
or --=--

'i);2 J.1 Ox

19
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(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)
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Figure 3.1 : Differential Fluid Element for Dynamic Equilibrium Analysis
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r

integrating equation (3.4) twice gives the velocity profile

1 iP 2V=--y +Cy+C
2j.1. at I 2

(3.5)

here the constants of integration C] and C2 are evaluated using the boundary conditions.

Utilizing the "Slip Flow" boundary conditions, i.e., assuming that the fluid at the

boundaries does not have exactly the same velocity as the boundary, but has a small

amount of slip given by (Granzow and Lebeck [1984])

where, A. is the mean free path of air.

At the surface of stationary roller considering slip flow,

vi = A. OJ!
y=o 0' y:o

and,

at the moving foil surface,

OJ!
Vi =V -..1.-

y=h ;:;l.
'<Y y=h

(3.6)

These are the boundary conditions used for solving for C1 and C2 in equation (3.5).

Using equation (3.6) in conjunction with (3.5) yields-

1 cPV--h(h+2A)-
C = 2j.1. at

I (h + 2),,)

and,

C2 = ..1.e,. For more details refer to Appendix A

21
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Now for a case of a nonporous web, consider the conservation of mass for the

small element shown in Figure 3.2

Qm - (mass of element) = Qout

dividing both sides of equation (3.8) by .i1x and allowing .6.x~0 yields,

CQ 0-- = -Cd!)a a

(3.8)

(3.9)

Now mass flow rate (per unit width) can also be obtained integrating over the velocity

profile given by equation (3.5)

(3.10)

substituting the expressions for C1 and C2 from equation (3.7) into equation (3. I0) and

rearranging, it yields-

Now using the conservation of mass equation (eq. (3.9)) and eq. (3.11) yields,

For an ideal gas we have the relationship-

22
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Figure 3.2 : Differential Element for ConseIVation of Mass Analysis for Nonporous FoB
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p
p= RT where, T is the temperature and R is the gas constant (3.13)

assuming constant temperature, equation (3.12) can be simplified to-

The mean free path ( A) for an ideal gas is given by the following relationship

1AOC-
p

and, therefore for an isothermal ideal gas it reduces to

1AOC
p

which implies that, Ap =constant

and can be replaced by the product at atmospheric conditions, i.e.,

substituting for Ap from equation (3.15) into equation (3.14) yields-

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

which is the Reynolds lubrication equation (including the slip flow and compressibility

of lubricating air) for a case of a stationary roller and a moving foil.

3.2.2 Foil Equation of Motion

The foil equation of motion is a representation of Newton's second law for the foil

or web. Consider the differential element of web shown in Figure 3.3. Consider the

forces in the y direction-
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Figure 3.3 : Differential Foil Element
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of ~ 0'1r,F = wtlx(p- Pa)--l1x+ T - T-
& & x.+6x & x

and the inertial forces in y direction will be,

D2

rna = p(wbl1s)----?
Dr

approximating t1s::::: ~ for small deflections, equation (3.18) yields

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

as per Newton's second law, l.F = rna hence equating the right hand sides of equation

(3.17) and (3.19) yields,

oFs 0'1 0'1 D
2

yw/j,x(P-Pa)--/j,x+T- -T- = p(Wbtlx)-2
& & x.+6.x & x Dt

This can be further simplified as,

(3.20)

(3.21 )

Substituting for F, using the classical relationship between deflection and shear force:

F = £1 03 y
.\ a.: 3

equation (3.21) yields,

Now considering the "total derivative D2y / Dt 2 ,

as y is a function of both time and position x, hence

Dy i} ax tt tt 0J-=--+-=-v+-
Dt ax it it ax it
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(3.24)

Substituting equation (3.24) into equation (3.23) and rearranging yields the foil equation

of motion:

This can also be expressed in the following form:

(
2 ) £1 T

{iJ YI/ + 2VYxi + V Yxx + -Y.rxxx - - Yxx = P - p"
w w

3.3 Governing Equations

(3.25)

(3.26)

Consider a finite length of a web moving at a constant velocity Vw over a roller or

support between two other support rollers, as shown is Figure 3.4. Deflection of the web

away from its equilibrium position is denoted by y(x,t) and the air film thickness between

the roller and web is denoted by h(x,t). The pressure developed between the roHer and

the web is coupled to the film thickness, h, and the web tension, T, as well as other

operating variables.

The system can be described using two partial differential equations which are:

1. The Web Equation of Motion (equation (3.25)):

if we consider the foil as a plate under tension, the tension tenn is more dominant than
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h(x,t) =y(x,t) • i) (x)
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T

~ROLLER

T

L1 L2 L

Figure 3.4 Schematic ofa Web Moving Over a Roller
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the stiffness of the foil. Stiffness will playa significant role if there are any elastic

defonnations. For a typical web conditions using order of magnitude analysis indicates

that the stiffness term is very small compared to the tension term, hence can be neglected

simplifying the above equation to:

(
fly cJy 2 cJY ) T cJy

Pb -+2V -+V - ---=p-p
a-2 W &a- W &2 W &2 CJ

and,

2. Reynolds Transient Lubrication Equation(equation (3.16)):

(3.27)

The two governing equations are coupled through the pressure (P) Jand through the

following relationship between the film thickness (h) and the foil displacement (y):

h(x,t) =y(x,t) - Sex)

where, o(x) is a function describing the roller surface geometry.

(3.29)

The Reynolds Lubrication equation needs to be modified for the case of a rotating

roller and porous webs (eg. paper). If VII ' Vwand V, are the roller surface velocity, web

velocity and velocity of air through (in the direction perpendicular to the web velocity)

the porous web respectively, then the Reynolds Lubrication equation modifies to (details

are provided in Appendix B)-
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Figure 3.5 Differential Element for Conservation of Mass Analysis for Porous Foil
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but, the velocity of air through the porous web, as suggested by Murakama and Imamura

[1976] is-

V, ex (p - p,,)

thus the Reynolds Lubrication equation takes the following form,

a( , ap ) a( ap ) a a- hJp_ +6'AaPa- h2
_ =6jl(Vl/+Vw)-(ph)+12Jl-(ph)+12J.lKp(p-po)ax ax ax ax ax at

or

a(ap ) a( ? ap ) a a k- h 3p_ +6A aPo- h-- =6jl(Vl/+Vw)-(ph)+12Jl-(ph)+12-p(p-PII)ax ax ax ax ax at b

where,

k = permeability coefficient of porous web( m2
)

. . ( m
3
/sec. JK = penneablhty of porous web ----:-2'------

m -Pa

b = thickness of the web (m), and

(p - PII) = pressure drop across the porous web.

3.4 Boundary Conditions

Referring to Figure 3.4, the boundary conditions for the problem here are taken to

be-

y(LI ,t) =y(LI ,0) = constant,

y(L2 ,t) =y( L2 ,0) =constant,
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Y.t (L,,t) =Yt (L1,0) =constant, and

Yx( L2 , t) = Yx (L2 ,0) = constant

The y's at two ends L
J
and L2 are calculated directly based upon roller geometry.

The pressure is taken to be ambient at the ends of the roller,

p(L1,t) = p( L2 , t) = Pa

3.5 Initial Conditions

Referring to Figure 3.6 the initial conditions for air film gap and pressure for the

domain within the tangency points are-

(
(V V)J 2/3

h =ho = O.643R 61l R;' W =constant, and

T/w
P = P = P +-- =constant.

II a R

For the region outside the tangency point the displacement is taken to be linear and

pressure to be atmospheric.

3.6 Tangency Point Location

Initial conditions described above are for the regions within the tangency points

and outside the tangency points. Therefore the determination of the tangency points i.e.

the locations on the roller surface where the web is tangent to the roller is required.

Referring to Figure 3.6 one can geometrically obtain the expressions for Xo and Yo i.e.

Xo = O.5*L - (R + ho)*Sin8

Yo = (omax - R) + (R + ho)*Cos8
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where,

Xo is the X-axis coordinate for the tangent point,

Yo is the Y-axis coordinate for the tangent point, and

8 is the included angle between the web and the reference line.
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~-r---- tangency points
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Figure 3.6 : Schematic Indicating the Tangency Points for Initial Conditions
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CHAPTER IV

FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION APPROACH

As discussed in CHAPTER III the system of web moving over a stationary or

rotating roller can be described using two partial differential equations, which are-

1. The Web Motion Equation

which can also be written in the following fonn-

and,

2. Reynolds Lubrication Equation

(4.1)

which can be expanded and expressed in the following form-

The two governing equations are coupled through the pressure, p and the following

relationship between the air film thickness, h(x,t) between the roller and web and the web

displacement, y(x,t) with respect to the equilibrium position:

h(x,t) = y(x,t) - Sex)
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where, 8(x) is a function describing the roller surface geometry.

The system of equations (4.1)-(4.3) is solved by substituting the proper finite

difference operators for the derivatives and thus solving the resultant finite difference

equations simultaneously using the boundary and initial conditions discussed in section

3.4 and 3.5 respectively.

The coupling of equations (4.1) and (4.2) through equation (4.3) is accomplished

by solving the finite difference equation corresponding to equation (4.2) for pressure p, at

a given time step, using the existing solution for air film gap, h(x,t), from equation (4.1 ),

and then solving the difference equation corresponding to equation (4.1) for new values

of web displacement, y(x,t), using the latest values of pressure, p, from equation (4.2).

This is performed iteratively until steady state is reached.

The finite difference operators used for solving equations (4.1) and (4.2) are-

_ !JY _ ( n+1 _ 2 n+1 + n+I)/Lix 2

Yx.< - a 2 - Y'+I Y, YI - I

= fly =( n+1 _ 2 /I + n-I)//j.t2Ylt a 2 Y, Y, y,

_ !J y _ ( IHI _ n-I _ 11+1 + II-I )/4Axi1ty" - aa - Y/+) Y'+I Y,-I YI-I

_ iP _( /1+1 _ n+J )/2Lixp, - a - P'+I P,-J

= iP =( 11+1 _ ")//j.tP, a P, PI
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-

h = az = (h n
+

1
_ hn

+
1)/2&

x ex 1+1 ,-I

h = az = (h fl
+ ' _ h n )/t1t

I it ' ,

substituting the finite difference operators in equation (4.1) reduces the web motion

equation to the fonn-

(4.4)

where, B p D I , AI are constants containing coefficients from equation (4.1) and £1

contains the values of foil displacement, y(x,t) at time step nand (n-l) and, pressure, p at

time step n (for more details see Appendix C).

Similarly substituting the finite difference operators m equation (4.2) reduces the

Reynolds Lubrication equation to the form-

(4.5)

where, B1 , D2 ,A2 and £2 contain the values of pressure, p, at time step, n, and values of

air film gap, h(x,t), at time step, n, and (n+l) obtained solving equation (4.4) (for more

details see Appendix C). The finite difference form of the Reynolds Lubrication equation

will be nonlinear. This is inconvenient to solve, if the above finite difference operators

are used. The equation is linearized as given by Stahl et al. [1974] using an

approximation at the old time step n instead of the new time step (n+1) in those terms

involving products of p and its derivatives. To understand how this is done, consider the

first term in the Reynolds lubrication equation. The result after carrying out the

differentiation is (h 3ppxx + h3P.; + 3h 1 ppxhx ). If P:' is used for p instead of p,n+1 and a
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difference approximation involving n instead of n + 1 is used for Px' then the result is

linear in those values of p at time step n + 1

A grid of mesh Lix is chosen and the time step Lit is chosen small enough to

ascertain the numerical stability of the solution. To detennine a suitable value of Lit for a

chosen Lix, a "Steady State" solution was calculated using a relatively large value for 6t.

Next, the solution was continued for smaller Lit. If the solution obtained after a few

iterations changed substantially, the solution was continued for smaller 6t. For stability

in this numerical technique a time step of 5 x 10"7 second or smaller has to be used. For

larger time steps it was found that the numerical solution becomes unstable. The time

period or the number of iterations from transient to the steady state solution was

approximated to be 125% of the ratio of the length of web wound around the roller to the

web-roller velocity. As the finite difference fonn of the two governing equations reduce

to Tri-Diagonal Matrices, the solution is sought using the Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm.

This applies Gauss' elimination method with the boundary and initial conditions

discussed in section 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. The Tri-Diagonal Matrix Algorithm is used

as described by Lilley [1992].
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS

Numerical computations were perfonned to study the transient behavior of the

web moving over a smooth roller and to predict the distribution of lubricating air film

thickness between moving nonporous or porous webs and a smooth rotating or stationary

roller. In these two-dimensional computations, the infinitely wide web was moving over

a roller in the longitudinal direction with two distant end supports as shown in Figure 3.4

A FORTRAN code is developed to solve the finite difference fonns of the

governing equations presented in CHAPTER IV. The code simultaneously solves the two

finite difference equations yielding the spacing and pressure distribution between the

moving web and the roller (which can be either stationary or rotating) as a function of

both time and distance along the roller. This transient solution finally converges to the

steady state solution.

The roller profile is first defined with the distance of the roller surface from a

reference line joining the two end supports. All distances in the direction perpendicular

to the motion of the web are measured with respect to this line (refer to Figure 3.4)

joining the two end supports. The air film thickness above the roller surface is obtained

by subtracting the roHer profile from the displacement of the web with respect to the

reference line. The foil is assumed to be infinitely wide with zero bending stiffness but

with mass.
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TABLE 1

Sample simulation parameters for film thickness computation for web-roller interface

Web parameters:

pb = 0.0610 kg/m2
, web mass per unit area

T/w = 262 N/m, web tension per unit width (of the web)

Vw = 5.08 mis, web velocity

Lubrication parameters :

).l = 1.81 x 10-5 Pa . s, dynamic viscosity ofair

Pa = 84.1 kPa, ambient pressure

Aa = 0.0635 ).lm, mean free path length of air at ambient pressure

Roller and web geometry (see Figure 3.4) :

L = 0.85 m, distance between the two end supports

L) = 0.35 m, location of left reference point on the roller

Lz = 0.50 m, location of right reference point on the roller

R = 0.20 m, roller radius

Finite difference parameters:

lit = 5 x 10-7 s, time step for numerical solution

L\X = 1.23 X 10-3 m, grid size for numerical solution
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5.1 Results for Nonporous (infinitely wide) Webs

Initial computations with a roller of 40 rom diameter were performed to allow

comparison with results in the magnetic recording tape literature. Transient profiles were

obtained for a web moving over a stationary roller with web tension, T=1.58 lb/in (277

N/m)" and web velocity, V=500 ft/min (2.54 mls). The two results are in very close

agreement. According to the results given by Stahl, et al. [1974] the steady state spacing

neglecting slip flow and stiffness is calculated to be 50.4~in (1.26~m) whereas it is about

48.2~in (1.224~m) using the code developed for this study. The transient air film

thickness profiles are shown in Figure 5.1 and the pressure profiles in Figure 5.2 for this

combination of tension and velocity. The solution for this case reaches steady state after

about 6 milliseconds. The steady state time depends upon the length of the roller around

which the web is wound and the combined speed of the web and roller surface. The angle

of wrap for the computations presented in this chapter in approximately 20°. The

distance along the roller is non-dimensionalized considering the entire domain, i.e.

distance between Ll and L2 (refer Figure 3.4), to be of unit length.

The steady state air film thickness for the central constant gap region assuming no

slip condition at the foil and roller surface for the above combination of tension and

velocity is about 48.21lin (1.224Ilm) , approximately O.0831lm less than the classical air

film thickness given by the Knox-Sweeney equation (equation 1.7). This difference of

approximately two percent from the classical solution is insignificant from the practical

viewpoint, because experimental results generally introduce substantially greater error.

• The figures within parentheses (on graphs also) are in S.L Units. Velocity (V) in m/s and Tension (T) in
N/m.
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Considering slip flow tends to reduce the air film gap further, as shown in Figure 5.3.

The effect of slip flow decreases at the higher web velocities as shown in Figure 5.4, i.e.,

the air film thickness remains almost the same with or without considering slip flow at

higher velocities. Moreover for high speed web handling applications the air-film

thickness is of the order of 10-5 or 10-4 m which is very large compared to the mean free

path of air which is of the order of 10-8 m. Thus neglecting slip flow for such an

application is a valid assumption. The results also show the characteristic exponential

decrease in air film thickness for the entrance region and sinusoidal behavior at the exit

region as given by foil bearing theory. A better understanding of foil bearing predictions

can be grasped from Figure 5.5 which shows the combined steady state air film thickness

profile and pressure profile. In the entrance region (refer to Figure 1.3) pressure increases

from ambient to the film pressure, P and a decrease in air gap occurs smoothly and is

exponential in form. Next comes the central constant gap region. The air film gap.

he> and pressure, P remain constant for this region. The last region is the exit region

where pressure decreases from P to ambient pressure while the gap increases from h" to

infinity. From the Reynolds equation it is obvious that a negative pressure gradient can

exist only if the air gap at the exit is less than ho ' which is incompatible with an

increasing gap. The increase in gap is therefore preceded by a region where the air film

gap is less than ho in which pressure decreases to below ambient followed by a region of

increasing gap and increasing pressure.

After a sound initial comparison with the results in the magnetic recording tape

literature the roller geometry was modified to study the foil bearing predictions for a
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bigger roller of radius 20 cm. Figure 5.6 presents transient air film thickness profiles for

a case with web tension, T=1.5 lb/in (263 N/m) and velocity, V=lOOO ft/rnin (5.08 mls).

For this case the transient period is about 30 milliseconds and the steady state air film

thickness is approximately 829.92 flin (21.08 flm). Figure 5.7 presents the transient air

film thickness profile for a case with web tension, T=1.5 lb/in (263 N/m) and velocity,

V=3000 ftlmin (15.24 mls). For this case the transient period is about 10 milliseconds

and the steady state air film thickness is approximately 1736.22 /-lin (44.1 flm). Thus the

transient period decreases as the velocity of the web increases, other parameters

remaining the same. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate the effects of varying tension and

varying web velocity, respectively, on the steady state air film thickness. Increasing

tension tends to reduce the air film thickness but increasing velocity increases the air film

thickness by entrapping more between the moving web and the support roller. An

increase in the length of the constant gap central region can be seen (Figure 5.8) with the

increase in web tension increasing the area of contact between the web and the support

roller. The reduction in air film thickness due to slip can now be understood, because of

the slip flow the air film adjacent to the web is at lower velocity than the web itself hence

the steady state air film thickness is lower compared to the no slip flow condition.

However it is already seen that the effect of slip flow at higher velocities, with their

greater film thickness, is negligible.

Next the effect of web mass on the steady state air film thickness is considered.

Figure 5.10 shows the steady state air film thickness profile for cases of varying web

mass per unit area at velocity, V=IOOO ftlmin (5.08 mls) and tension, T=1.5 lb/in (263
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N/m). The profiles for different web mass virtually coincide, indicating a very small

effect of web mass at this low velocity. A close look at the central region profile (Figure

5.11) indicates very small increases in air film thickness as the mass increases, only about

1.0% for a 394% increase in web mass. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 display the results for a

higher web velocity, V=3000 ft/min (15.24 mls) with the same tension. For this case the

increase in steady state air film thickness is about 11.5% for the same increase in web

mass, indicating the effect of mass at higher web velocities. Thus there is an implied

reduction in web-roller traction due to increase in web mass at the same operating

conditions. These results are extended to the case of a web moving over a rotating roller.

The pattern of air film thickness and pressure profile remains the same, with the effect of

the rotating roller being a net increase in velocity and thereby an increase in air film

thickness as compared to the case of the stationary roller shown in Figure 5.14. From the

results of the two different roller radii presented it can be concluded that for the larger

radius, more air is entrapped between the support roller and the moving web.
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5.2 Results for Porous Webs

Results for the case of porous webs are presented for roller radius 30.48 em to

allow comparison with the results presented in the study by Ducotey and Good [1996].

Results show the characteristic linearly decreasing air film thickness for the central region

around the circumference of the roller, and entrance and exit region behaviors similar to

those of nonporous webs. This nearly linear decrease in the air film gap for the central

region is a function of web-roller velocity, web tension and web permeability. The

decrease in the air film gap is not exactly linear but the slope of the decreasing profile

increases slightly along the roller. As the radius of curvature along the roller decreases

the air film pressure increases, thus decreasing the air gap. However, the increase in

pressure in the decreasing air gap region is not significant for typical web handling

conditions and can be approximated as a constant pressure region. Ducotey and Good

[1996J devel.oped an approximate equation for predicting the air film height between a

permeable web and roller in the central gap region, which can be expressed as-

(5.1 )

where, e is the spatial coordinate in radians and K is the web permeability. This

equation is based on the assumptions that the pressure in the decreasing gap remains

constant and the velocity of the air flowing through the web is also constant. As observed

from this present study, these assumptions hold good for typical operating parameters and

web permeabilities .
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The driving force on the entrapped air through the porous web is the difference

(P-Pa) between the air film pressure, p and the ambient pressure, Pa. The difference in

pressure (P-Pa) in the air film is directly proportional to web tension, T. Figure 5.15

displays air gap profiles for varying web tension. The slope (m/radian) of the decreasing

central region air gap profile decreases with the decrease in web tension. With the

decrease in web tension the driving force on the entrapped air decreases and the amount

of entrained air flowing through the porous web also decreases. This can be explained

considering the ratio of air flowing across the web to the amount of air entrapped between

the roller and the web surfaces. As we have seen earlier, the lower the tension, the more

air is entrained between the web and the roller surfaces than for the case of higher web

tension. Thus for situations when the ratio of air flowing across the web to the amount of

air entrapped between the roller and the web surfaces is low the slope of the decreasing

air gap profile is small and vice versa. Figure 5.16 displays air gap profiles for varying

web velocities. For higher web velocity more air is entrained between the roller and the

web surfaces and therefore the ratio of air flowing through the web to the amount of air

entrapped is low as compared to the case of lower web velocity. Thus, the greater slope

of the decreasing central region air gap profile is expected for lower web velocities as

compared to higher web velocities at the same web tension and web permeability.

Comparisons of the central region air-film profiles are made with the air film

heights given by equation (5.1) and are displayed in Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19. The two

results are in good agreement and the maximum percentage difference calculated for the

three different cases presented is 1.21 %. The slopes of the decreasing air gap profiles are
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also in very close agreement for the two analyses compared. The dip of the web at the

exit region is also analyzed for the case of a porous web compared to the case of a non

porous web. Results displayed in Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show that for porous webs the

minimum air gap at the exit region is less than non-porous webs because of the entrained

air flowing out through the porous webs. However in none of the cases studied here was

the web observed touching the roller at the exit region, which can occur for very porous

webs as documented by Ducotey and Good [1996]. Also note that the permeability used

in this study were chosen only to make a theoretical comparison. The air film thicknesses

in the entrance region are quite large (0.75e-04 to 1.25e-04 m) and side leakage may

contribute as much to air film loss as permeability depending upon web width as noted by

Ducotey and Good [1996).
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5.3 Summary

It is seen from the earlier discussion that efficient web processing and web quality

critically depend upon having a proper air film thickness between a moving web and a

drive or support roller. An inadequate air film results in web damage due to abrasion and

an excessive air film results in loss of drive traction and lateral positioning control.

Computational results presented in the previous two sections (5.1 and 5.2) show the

effects of various web properties and web-roller parameters on the lubricating air film

thickness between a moving web and a smooth roller. Results for non-porous webs show

that more air is entrained between the web and roller surface as the web velocity increases

indicating a possible reduction in web-roller traction. The same is the case for increasing

roller diameter. On the other hand increasing web tension may increases the traction by

reducing the air film thickness and increasing the asperity contact, and increasing the

length of the constant gap central region. The density of the web can playa significant

role at high web velocities as a denser web entrains more air adding to the effect of

increasing web velocity. The effect of the rotating roller is to effectively increase the net

velocity thus entraining more air. It is also seen that the effect of slip flow is to reduce

the air film thickness. The results display the characteristic exponential decrease in air

film thickness for the entrance region, constant thickness in the central region, and

sinusoidal behavior at the exit region. The results for porous webs display nearly linear

reduction in central region air film thickness with distance along the roller. The slope of

the decreasing air film gap depends upon web tension, web-roller velocity and web

permeability and the analysis shows that the slope will increase with angular position.
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However, for typical operating parameters and web penneabilities this change in slope is

small. Also, for porous webs the minimum air gap at the exit region is less than non

porous webs because of the entrained air flowing out through the porous webs.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

The foHowing conclusions can be drawn from the present study:

1. The transient response of the air film thickness indicates that the transient period

depends upon the web-roiler velocity, wrap angle and roller radius.

2. The effect of slip flow is to reduce the air mm gap when compared with the no slip

case. However, for most web handling applications the mean free path of air is very

small compared to the air film thickness, hence slip flow effects usually can be

neglected.

3. Increasing web tension reduces the air-film gap and Increases the length of the

constant gap central region.

4. More air is entrained between the web and roller surfaces with increasing web-roller

velocity implying a possible reduction in the web-roller traction.

S. For similar operating conditions more air is entrained as the density of web increases

adding to the effect of increasing web-roller velocity.

6. A rotating roller adds to the net velocity thus entraining more air than the stationary

roller case.

7. For the case of porous webs the central region air film thickness profile displays a

nearly linear decrease along the roller or the wrap angle. The slope of the decreasing
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air film gap depends upon web tension, web-roller velocity and web permeability and

increases slightly with angular position.

8. The minimum air gap at the exit region is less for porous webs compared to non

porous webs for similar operating conditions.

9. More air is entrained with increasing roller radius.

to. Steady state air film thickness profiles display an exponentially decreasing entrance

region, constant gap central region (for nonporous webs), and sinusoidal varying exit

region, where the constant gap region thickness matches the foil bearing prediction.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work

Based on the present study the following suggestions are worth considering for the

future work :

1. In order to establish the validation of the present numerical model, it is recommended

that experiments be performed with nonporous and porous webs on supporting rollers

of different radii. Measurements must be taken at all the three regions of web-roller

interface, 1. inlet region, 2. central region, and 3. exit region.

2. The limitation of this model is that it does not take into account the effects of the

flexibility of the web material. The inclusion of this affect will enable us to determine

the effects of web stiffness on air film thickness.

3. As it has been observed by past researchers that grooved rollers are effective in

reducing the air film thickness. It is recommended for future work to incorporate a

grooved roller model to numerically study the effects of grooved rollers on the

entrapped air film.
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4. More review is needed to incorporate the effect of side leakage in the case of a finite

width web-roller interface.

S. It is recommended to study the effects of squeeze film analysis in the roll winding

process.
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APPENDIX A

Reynolds Lubrication equation for nonporous web with stationary roller

(considering slip flow)
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The velocity profile of the air entrained between the web and the roller surface is-

1 cP 2V=--y +Cy+C
2f.i ex I 2

Thus,

Using the boundary conditions-

and,

ovVi =V-A-
y=h ;:;t ,

vy y=h

Using the first boundary condition in equation (1) and(2) yields-

The second boundary condition yields,

lcp2 (ILP J--h +Ch+C =V-A --h+C
2J-L ex I 2 f.i ex I

1 LP 2 ALP--h +Ch+AC =V-AC ---h
2f.i ex I I I f.1 ex

(1)

(2)

(3)

=>
ACP 1 cP 2C (2A +h) =V - --h - --h

I J-L ex 2J-L ex
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h ip
V--(h+2IL)-

C = 2p £7.,:
I (h + 2A)

Thus,

Now,

=> Q= p(_l Oph3 + C ~ + C h)
I 6/l eX 1 2 2

Substituting C2 =AC
1

yields,

Substituting for C
1

yields,

(
lOp 3 h(h ip)J=p --h +- V --(h+2A)-

6/l eX 2 2/l eX

On simplification this yields,

t{Vh 1 Op 3 1 cp '] .. . .Q= - - --h - --h-A whlch lS equatIOn (3.11) III the text.
2 12/l eX 2/l eX
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APPENDIX B

Reynolds Lubrication equation for porous web with rotating roller

(considering no slip flow)
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The velocity equation is given by-

(l)

for the case of rotating roller and moving web the following boundary conditions applies,

for no slip condition considering VII to be the roller surface velocity and Vw to be the

web velocity,

and,

vi =Vy=h W

Substituting the above two conditions in equation(1) yields,

and,

1 ;l., ,
V =__v¥h- +Ch+C

w 2J1 a I 2

Solving which yields,

( V - V - _1 if; h2J
w Ii 2 a

C = J1 d
I h an ,
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Now,

Substituting for C1 and C2 yields,

v - V __1 iP h 2

W II 2f.1 de

h

h2

-+Vh2 R

Upon simplification this yields,

Q= J~(V + V. ) __1_ cP h3 ]
f'l2 I? W 12,Li ex

Now for case ofa porous web referring to Figure 3.5 we can say

r3
Q,,, - Q,,," = Q'1I1I + it (ph6.x)

a
Q - Q - pV(6.x) + -(ph6.x)

ill 0111 I at

where,

V, = velocity of air through the porous web, and

p = air density.

This can be further simplified as,

aQ a
-- = -(ph) + pvax at '
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Substituting for Q and using the ideal gas relation at constant temperature, p ex p

yields,

a[ (h ( 1 ap 3J ] a(-- p - V +V,)---h =- ph)+pVax 2 /I f} 12 fJ. ax at . I

This can be further simplified as the foHowing differential equation-

Considering the slip flow case, the term 6A aPa(h 2Pxt as in case derived for nonporous

web in Appendix A will be included further refining the equation to-
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APPENDIXC

Finite difference formulation of the two governing equations

(Foil motion equation and Reynolds Lubrication equation)
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Finite difference operators used --

(
11+1 2 11+1 11+1)/dx2

Y.... = Yt+] - Y, + Yt-l

Y = (y"" 1 _ 2 11 + 11-1)/11(2
/I I Y, Y,

(
n+l n-1 11+1 11-1 )/4dxl1Yxt = Y'+l - YI +1 - Y,-l + Y,-l (

(
11+1 11+1 )/2dxPt = Pi+1 - PI-I

= ( 11+1 _ 2 11+1 + 11+1 )/Lli 2

Pu P,-I PI PI+I

h = (h"+ 1
- hn+' )/2!1xx 1+1 1-1

hI = (h,"+1 - h
l
")/I1t

1. Foil motion equation --

(
ifY iYY 2 ifY) T ifY

Ph -+2V: -+V -- ---=p-pa2 W aa w &2 W &2 "

This can also be written in the following form-

After substituting proper finite difference operators for the derivatives and solving, this
yields an implicit formulation of the type-
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where,

and,

E={(. "_ )+[(2Pb] n_(Pb] n-I+(Pb~fI] "-I_(Pb~fI] "-I].}
I PI Pa I1t 2 YI I1t 2 Y/ 211xl1t YJ+l 211xl1t Y,-I

2. Reynolds Lubrication equation --

This can be also expressed as-

(h 3PP.u + h
3
p~ + 3h 2 PPxhx) +6A aPa(h

2
P.u + 2hPxh.) = [12~(ph, + hp,)

+6(V'1 +Vw)~(Pxh+hxp)+ 12IlKp(p- pJ]

After substituting proper finite difference operators for the derivatives and solving, th.is
yields an implicit formulation of the type-

where,
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and,

{(
12 . /lhl/+1

)}£, = ~P, t

- /),t
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APPENDIX D

Computer code for the computations of the air film thickness and pressurre distribution
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C***······***·*·············*****··***······*··*······ ..........•...*••••••••••
C MAE- THESIS
C OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

C NUMERICAL MODEL TO PREDICT THE AIR-GAP AND THE PRESSURE
C DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN MOVING WEBS AND SUPPORT ROLLERS

C BY- KOTHARI, SATYANARAYAN

C··*·········*·····****··*··········*··*·····**······· *.....•
C DEFINING THE VARIABLE USED IN THIS PROGRAM.

C X - DlSTANCE ALONG THE ROLLER(i.e. LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION).
C Y - DISPLACEMENT OF THE FOIL OR WEB FROM THE EQUILIBRM
C POSITION W.R.T. X(i.e. ALONG LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION)
C AND TIME T.
C P - PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN THE FOIL AND THE ROLLER
C W.R.T. X(i.e. ALONG LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION) AND TIME T.
C PA - AMBIENT PRESSURE
C PR - (P-PA)
C H - AIR FILM GAP BETWEEN THE ROLLER AND THE FOIL.
C HO - INITIAL AIR FILM THlCKNESS.
C PO - INITIAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION.
C M - MASS PER UNIT WIDTH PER UNIT LENGTH OF THE FOIL(Kg/m"2).
C T - TENSION PER UNIT WIDTH APPLIED ON THE FOIL(N/m).
C V - VELOCITY WITH WHICH THE FOIL IS MOVINrG(mls).
C AK - PERMEABlLITY«m"3/s)/(mI\2-Pa».
C R - ROLLER RADIUS(m).
C VR - ROLLER SURFACE VELOCITY(mls).
C LE - LENGTH BETWEEN TWO END SUPPORTING ROLLERS(m).
C MU - VISCOSITY OF AIR(N/(mI\2-s».
C LAM - MEAN FREE PATH OF AIR(m).
C DEL - DESCRIBES THE ROLLER PROFILE.
C DELX - MESH SIZE IN THE X DIRECT[ON.
C DELT - TIME STEP (s)
C A,AA,B,BB,C,CC,D,DD - ARE THE VARIABLE USED FOR STORING THE
C ELEMENTS OF THE TRI-DIAGONAL MATRICES
C FOR THE TWO GOVERNING EQUATIONS.

C·········******·*···***··········****··*·*···**··*··· **.**** **.*.
PROGRAM FOIL
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-Z)
INTEGER I,J,ITER,ITERM,NN,N,ll,ITERP,DELPR,N I,N2,I.SYSTEM
DIMENSION DEL(125),X(125),Y( 125,5),H( 125,5),P(125),PR( 125)
DIMENSION A(l25),B(1 25),CC I25),D( 125)
DIMENSlON AA(l25),BB( 125),CC(l25),DD(125)
CHARACTER FLNAME *15
DATA MU,PA,DELT/1.8 IE-5,8.4 lE4,5.0E-07/

C DATA LE,X(I ),XM,DELM,R/8.43E-l ,3.465E- L,4.965E-1,0.635E-1,
C #2.04E-I/

DATA LE,X(l ),XM,DELM,R/L2.645E-1 ,5.1975E-1 ,7.4475E-I,0.9525E-I.
#3.048E-I/
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WRITE(*,*)'SELECT THE INPUT PARAMETERS(VELOCITY AND TENSION) UNIT
#SYSTEM.'

WRITE(*,*)'IF VELOCITY IS IN ft./min. AND TENSION IN Ib./in. THEN
#TYPE I, ELSE TYPE 2 FOR VELOCITY IN m/sec. AND TENSION IN N/m.'
READ(*,*)[SYSTEM

C*************************·*********··········****····••••• *•••••*••*••**** ••••
C INPUT PARAMETERS
C*******·*···***·***·*********······*··*··**··**************.************ •• ****

C WHETHER SLIP FLOW OR NOT
WRITE(·,*)'FOR NO SLIP CONDITION [NPUT 0 OR ELSE INPUT 6.35E-8'
READ(*,*)LAM

C VELOCITY OF THE FOIL

[F(lSYSTEM .EQ. I )THEN

WR[TE(*,*)'INPUT THE VELOCITY OF THE FOIL/WEB IN ft.lmin.'
WR[TE(*,*)'VELOCITY, V IS CONVERTED TO m.lsec. IN THE MODEL'
READ(*, *)V_IN
WR[TE(*,*)'INPUT ROLLER SURFACE VELOCITY IN ft.lmin.'
READ(*,·)VR_IN
V=(V_IN/I 96.8504)
VR=(VR_IN/J 96.8504)

C FOIL TENSION

WRITE(*,*)'INPUT THE FOIL TENSION IN Ib./in.'
WRITE(*,*)'TENSION,T [S CONVERTED TO N./m. [N THE MODEL'
READ(*, *)T_IN
T=(T_IN'!' 175.3164556)

ELSEIF(lSYSTEM .EQ. 2)THEN

C VELOCITY OF THE FOIL

WRITE(*,*)'INPUT THE VELOCITY OF THE FOIL IN m.lsec.'
READ(*,*)V_IN
WR[TE(*,*)'INPUT THE ROLLER SURfACE VELOCITY IN m./sec.'
READ(*,*)VR_IN
V=V IN
VR=VR IN

C FOIL TENSION

WRITE(*,*)'lNPUT THE FOIL TENSION IN N/m.'
READ(*,*)T_IN
T=T IN
ENDIP

C TYPE OF WEB/FOIL i.e. NONPOROUS OR POROUS
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WRITE(·,·)'GJVE THE PERMEABILITY FOR THE WEB, 0 FOR NONPOROUS'
WRJTE(·, ·)'SOME SUGGESTED VALUES ARE: 0.3E-5, 0.52E-5'
READC·,*)AK

C FOIL MASS

WRITE(*,·)'fNPUT THE FOIL MASS IN Kg./m"2'
WRJTE(·, ·)'SOME SUGGESTED VALUES ARE: 0.0207,0.OS43,0.0695,0.0922'
READ(*,*)M

ITERP=I
C THE ENTJRE DOMAIN ALONG THE ROLLER IS DIVlDED INTO 123 NODES.

DELX=(XM-X( 1»/( 124)

C "ITERM" IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ITERATION TO REACH STEADY STATE.

ITERM=INT«XM-X( I»/«V+VR)·DELT»+5000
WRlTE(*,*)'ITERM=', ITERM

C THE SOLUTION IS PRINTED AFTER EVERY "DELPR" ITERATION.

DELPR=((lTERM-5000)/10)
WRJTE(*,*)'DELPR=',DELPR

C OPENING AN OUTPUT FILE FOR PRINTING THE RESULTS.

WRITE(*,*)'GIVE NAME FOR OUTPUT FILE(NOT MORE THAN IS CHARACTERS)'
READ(*, 11 )FLNAME

11 FORMAT(AI5)
OPEN(9,FILE=FLNAME)

Q=(XM-X( I»/DELX
NN=INT(Q)
N=NN+l
WRJTE(*,·)"TOTAL NUMBER OF GRJD POINTS=",N

C CALCULATING THE HEAD PROFILE.

DO 2 I=I,N
2 DEL(I)=DELM-R+DSQRT(R**2-CX(])+(I-l)*DELX-0.S·LE)**2)

C**********···******·*··*···***··*·**·*···*·······**··**.* ••••••+++•••••••*••••
C INITIALIZING THE VALVES FOR FOIL DISPLACEMENT AND THE PRESSURE
C ALONG THE ROLLER
C***···************·**·*····****·***··*****·++++++*·*· •••••• ** ••••*.** ••++.+.*+

HO=.643 *R·(6. ·MU*(V+VR)/T)**(2.I3.)
WRJTE(*,*)'HO= ',HO
PO=PA+T/R
THETA=O.
DO 101=1,5
YO=DELM+HO-(R+HO)*( I.-DCOS(THETA»
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XO=.5 ·LE-(R+HO)·(DSIN(THETA))
10 THETA=DATAN(YOIXO)

AX=X(I )·YO/XO
WRITE(9") 'XO=',XO,' ','YO=',YO

DO 20 I=I,N
IF«X(I)+(l-l)·DELX) .GT. XO) GO TO 15
Y(I,2)=(X(l )+(1-1 )·DELX)·YO/XO-AX
Y(l, I)=Y(I,2)
I1=N-1+ I
Y(II,2)=Y(l,2)
Yen, I)=Y(l,2)
DEL(l)=DEL(I)-AX
P(I)=PA
H(I,2)=Y(I,2)-DEL(I)
H(I, 1)=H(I,2)

DEL(II)=DEL(II)-AX
P(IJ)=PA
H(I1,2)=H(I,2)
H(Il, 1)=H(II,2)

20 CONTINUE

15 II=N-1+ 1
DO 30 1=1,11
DEL(I)=DEL(I)-AX
Y(I,2)=DEL(I)+HO
Y(I, I)=Y(I,2)
P(I)=PO
H(I,2)=HO
H(J,I)=HO

30 CONTINUE
WRITE(9,·)

C SOLVING THE TRANSIENT REYNOLDS EQUATION FOR NEW PRESSURE PROFILE

C····················································· ***********.** •••*.

WRITE(*,*)T
C CORRECTING WEB TENSION CONSIDERING THE MASS OF THE WEB

T=T-M*(V**2)

WRITE(·, *)T

WRITE(9,·)T=',' ',T_IN
WRITE(9,*)'V=',' ',V_IN
WRITE(9,*)'VR=',' ',VR_IN
WRITE(9,*)'R=',' ',R
WRITE(9,*)'MASS M=',' ',M
WRITE(9,·)'LAM=',' ',LAM
WRITE(9,·)'AK=',' ',AK

NI=N-I
N2=N-2
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101 ITER=lTER+1

DO 40 1=I,N2
J=l+1

8(1)=(-6, *(V+VR)* MU*H(J,2)/(2.*DELX»-«H(J ,2)**3)*P(J)/DELX**2)+
#(H(J,2)**3)*(P(J+1)-P(J-l »/(4. *DELX**2)+3.*(H(J,2)**2)*P(J)
#*(H(J+ I,2)-H(J-l ,2»/(4.*DELX**2)-6.*LAM*PA*H(J,2)**2/DELX**2+
#6. *LAM*PA*H(J,2)*(H(J+1,2)-H(J-1 ,2»/(2.*DELX**2)

0(1)= 12,*MU*(2*H(J ,2)-H(J, 1»/DELT+2. *(H(J,2)**3)*P(J)/(DELX**2)
#+ 12.*LAM*PA*(H(J,2)"""2)/(DELX**2)+3. *MU*(V+VR)*(H(J+I ,2)-H(J-l ,2»
#/DELX+( 12*MU*AK*(P(J)-PA»

A(1)=(6.*(V+VR)*MU*H(J,2)/(2.*DELX»-«H(J,2)**3)*P(J)/DELX**2)
#(H(J,2)**3)*(P(J+ 1)-P(J-I »/(4.*DELX**2)-3.*(H(J,2)**2)*P(J)
#*(H(J+ 1,2)-H(J-I ,2»/(4.*DELX**2)-6.*LAM*PA*(H(J,2)**2)/DELX**2
#6. *LAM*PA*H(J ,2)*(H(J+ 1,2)-H(J-I ,2»/(2. *DELX**2)

C(1)= 12.*MU*H(J,2)"'P(J)/DELT

40 CONTINUE

8(1)=0.0
A(N2)=0.O
C(l)=C(l)-

#« -6.*(V+VR)*MU*H(2,2)/(2.*DELX»-«H(2,2)**3)*P(2)/DELX**2)+
#(H(2,2)**3)*(P(3)-P( 1»/(4.*DELX**2)+3.*(H(2,2)**2)*P(2)
#+(H(3,2)-H( 1,2»/(4.*DELX**2)-6. *LAM*PA*H(2,2)·*2/DELX**2+
#6. *LAM*PA*H(2,2)*(H(3,2)-H(1 ,2»/(2. *DELX"""2»*PA

C(N2)=C(N2)-
#«6. *(V+VR)* MU*H(N 1,2)/(2.*DELX»-«H(N I,2)**3)*P(N 1)/DELX**2)
#(H(N I,2)**3)*(P(N)-P(N2»/(4.*DELX**2)-3. *(H(N I,2)**2)*P(N I)
#*(H(N,2)-H(N2,2»/(4. *DELX**2)-6. *LAM*PA*(H(N 1,2)**2)/DELX*"'2
#6. "'LAM*PA"'H(N 1,2)*(H(N,2)-H(N2,2»/(2.*DELX"'*2WPA

C UPPER TRJANGULARlZATION

DO 49 1=2,N2
RR=8(l)/D(1-I)
D(I)=D(I)-RR*A(I-)

49 C(I)=C(I)-RR*C(I-l)

C BACK SUBSTITUTION

C(N2)=C(N2)ID(N2)
DO 59 1=2,N2
J=N2-1+1

59 C(J)=(C(J)-A(J)*C(J+ I»/D(J)

DO 691=1,N2
J=]+I
P(J)=C(I)
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PR(J)=P(J)-PA
69 CONTINUE

PR(l)=P(I)-PA
PR(N)=P(N)-PA

C SOLVING THE FOIL EQUATION USING THE UPDATED VALUES FOR PRESSURE
C TO OBTAIN NEW VALUES FOR FOIL DISPLACEMENT AND AIR FILM GAP.
C***·************************·**·****······*··*·*·*···••••••••••••*••••••••••••••

DO 79 [=I,N2
J=I+l
BB(I)=-M·V/(2. ·DELX·DELT)+M*(V**2)/(DELX·*2)-T/(DELX**2)

DD(I)=Mi(DELT**2)-(2.*M*(V·*2»/(DELX·*2)+(2.*T/(DELX·*2»

AA(I)=M·V/(2. *DELX>I<DELT)+M·(V*·2)/(DELX**2)-T/(DELX**2)

CCCI)=(P(J)-PA)+(2. ·M/DELT**2)*Y(J,2)-(MJDELT**2)*Y(J, 1)+
#(M*V/(2*DELX*DELT»*Y(J+ 1, I )-(M*V/(2.*DELX*DELT»*Y(J-l, I)

79 CONTINUE

B8(1)=0.0
AA(N2)=O.0
CC(I)=CC(l )-(-M·V1(2. >l<DELX*DELT)+M·(V··2)/(DELX··2)-T/DELX**2)*
#(Y(l,l»
CC(N2)=CCCN2)-(M *V/(2. ·DELX *DELT)+(M*V**2/DELX··2)-T/OELX· *2)·

#(Y(N,I»

C UPPER TRIANGULARJZATION

DO 891=2,N2
RRR=8B(l)/OD(I-l)
DD(I)=DO(I)-RRR· AA(I-I)

89 CCCI)=CCCI)-RRR·CC(l-] )

C BACK SUBSTITUTION

CC(N2)=CCCN2)/DD(N2)
DO 991=2,N2
J=N2-1+ 1

99 CC(J)=(CC(J)-AA(J)*CC(J+] »/00(1)

DO 1091=I,N2
J=[+1
Y(J,3)=CCCl)
H(J ,3)=Y(J,3)-DEL(J)

109 CONTINUE

Y(1 ,3)=Y( 1,1)
Y(N,3)=Y(N,1 )
H(I,3)=H(L I)
H(N,3)=H(N,l)
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C········***·***·*··**···············*··*****·*·*··**·••••••••*****••***••••••*
C PRINTfNG THE SOLUTION i.e. THE AIR FILM THICKNESS AND THE
C PRESSURE PROFILE ALONG THE ROLLER.
C*·****···*·*****************·**··*·*·**·***********··*••••••*••••*•••*.*••**.*

IF (ITER .GE. lTERP)THEN
WRITE(9,·)
WRITE(9,*)'ITER=',lTER
WRITE(9, ·)'AIR FILM GAP, H IS IN m. AND PRESSURE, PR IS IN Pa'
WRITE(9,*)'VALUES IN PARENS ARE TIME IN msec.(ms.)'

C OUTPUT AIR FILM GAP, H IS IN m. AND PRESSURE, PR IS IN Pa.
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(9,299)lTER·S.E-4,ITER·S.E-4

299 FORMAT(23X,'H(',FS.2,'ms.)', ISX,'PR(',F5.2,'ms.)')
DO 300 I=I,N

300 WRITE(9,*) 1,' ',H(I,3 ),' ',PR(I)
lTERP=ITERP+DELPR
ENDIF

C********·*******·*****·**·····*··*·····*·*···*·********************••••••*••••
D0210I=I,N
Vel, I)=Y(I,2)
H(I,1 )=H(I,2)

Y(I,2)=Y(l,3)
H(I,2)=H(I,3)

210 CONTINUE

C*·**··****··*****··***··*·*··***************····**··· ••*•••••*••** •••••••••*••

IF(ITER .LE. lTERM) THEN
GO TO JOI
ENDIF
STOP
END

C***·***·***···********·*****·**··*··*·******************•••••****.*••*****.* ••
C MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING, OSU.
c*******************************************··*···*********••***.*.***********.
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